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IN THIS ISSUE�
WELCOME to our Spring

newsletter for families, governors

and stakeholders to find out all

about what has been happening

over the past term here at 

New Bridge Learning Centre!

We would like to take this

opportunity to wish all of our

pupils, staff and families all the

very best for Easter.
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INTERACT WITH US!
You can keep up with what we’re doing here at New Bridge Learning Centre via our

Facebook page and through our weekly blogs. The New Bridge Group Twitter and

Facebook pages also provide regular updates from across the New Bridge family.

We love to see your feedback and comments and look forward to sharing our

activities and adventures with you!
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It’s always a delight to look back on an eventful and busy term, I can’t quite
believe we’re already at Easter! There have been lots of highlights which I’ve
shared within this terms blogs but I just wanted to highlight a couple!

Last week I had the pleasure of attending the Learning Centre Calvert
assembly where students talked about their highlights and received their
certificates. Mr Taylor spoke about how well everyone had done firstly in
‘trying everything!’ Even if things frightened them, the students still took part
in every activity they could. Secondly, in the amazing way they helped and
supported each other. Thirdly, how much everyone seems to have grown in
confidence and independence over the week, there were nothing but smiles
on their return.

The pictures were amazing and it’s clear to see that everyone had a blast!

During this term’s Invitational Meeting, we were able to celebrate the
achievements of the Learning Centre Student Council. The student reps made
a video which was shared with the executive team and some of the governors.
I’d like to share some words from Aimee...

What’s good about being a student Rep?

Your voice can be heard, and you can make decisions for you and
other students and future generations.

What do Learning Centre students need?

A lot of support. Care because there are a lot of students here
who don’t have parents, they have carers, some people are
adopted, they need to be shown that it doesn’t matter whether
you’re blood or not, you’re loved. It does not matter whether
you’re’ in a wheelchair, whether you can walk we are al l equal,
we’re al l different in our own ways and that’s fine. If we were all
normal that would just be boring. I think this place is amazing
because we get to see how everyone is different in their own
unique way… it’s just great!

What can we learn from LC students?

That we don’t need
to hide ourselves and
don’t need to try and
f it in, because if we
can’t fit in we’re born
to stand out

Amazing sentiment
Aimee, so very proud of
the amazing young lady
you are becoming.

This week saw the Learning Centre hold a ‘Support Ukraine’ day. We are
linking up with child refugees within Poland and every student has written a
message or drawn a picture to show that they are thinking of them and that
they want to show their support. There were some amazing, and moving
messages which I hope will bring some comfort to children who must be very
frightened and feel alone.

A huge thank you to all the staff and students who have helped raise £268
so far which will be going to the ‘Disasters Emergency Committee’.

I’d like to wish all our staff, students and their families a very Happy Easter.
Hope you all stay safe and enjoy time together with loved ones.

Take care

Dawn



MESSAGE FROM Cathy Williams, CHAIR OF GOVERNORS

On behalf of the governors of New Bridge Learning Centre, I want to thank

parents, students and staff for all their hard work this term. There has

certainly been a lot going on. It is lovely to see groups being able to mix

more and to co-operate on projects. The student councils from the 3 sites

are working together to think about how students are assessed. Students

have come together to raise money for charity and to enhance their learning.

I have followed the progress of the Digit4l trip to Chicago through the blogs.

It was clearly an incredible experience for everyone who took part. It is also

great to see the return of residential trips to Calvert Trust and for DofE.

They are so important for the development of our young people. 

I hope everyone enjoys their well

earned break and comes back ready

for more.

Happy Easter

Cathy Williams 

Cathy Williams

Chair of Governors



Calvert Lakes

On 21st March students from the

Learning Centre and New Bridge

College journeyed to the Lake

District for a 5-day residential at

the Calvert Trust centre. The

weather forecast was surprisingly

good, so there was less chance of

us getting ‘snowed in’ as we had

on one of our previous visits.

After a brief tour of the site,

meeting our instructors then

chilling in the games room and

eating a big dinner, it was time for

our first activities. One group

were swimming whilst the others

took to the forest/hillside on a

night walk exploring the shadows,

armed only with torches and

walking boots.

Next, we returned to the games

room for a while before the

rigours of the day caught up and

people began to drift off to bed.



Day 2 began once more in warm

sunshine, something we haven’t

experienced a lot of in Oldham

recently. For the next 3 days it would

be activities all the way with students

meeting the horses, canoeing,

cycling, indoor and outdoor rock

climbing, bush craft, swimming,

exploring and team building problem

solving activities.

Each day the weather was warm and

sunny allowing us to hang out outside

between activities surrounded by the

wonderful Lakeland scenery. At the

end of each day we were greeted by

tired but happy smiling faces as

groups returned from their individual

activities. 

Thursday night arrived with the added promise of the disco, the chance

to shake a leg and boogie on down. This was enthusiastically taken up

by the movers and groovers amongst us, whilst the rest were just happy

to sit it out and enjoy the show. The performance was interrupted at

one point by an unexpected guest. A little bat had found its way into

the games room. It happily flew amongst us and around the rafters

before leaving us to once more carry on our revelry. Once more a

dignified retreat to bed in preparation for the big journey home the next

day. More sunshine and a clear road back south to Oldham made for a

perfect end to a great week.

The student’s and staff’s hard work and enthusiasm had made this an

incredible experience for all involved. Also students would be using

aspects of this for their Duke of Edinburgh award as this would complete

the Gold students residential section and would be used for other’s

expedition and practice expedition sections.

A huge thanks to everyone who made this possible.

Gavin Taylor



Whilst staff and students have been away at Calvert. One of our year 12 students, Danny stepped

up and offered to run daily sports sessions for a couple of classes. This has been a huge success

with all the students loving Danny taking the lesson, indeed what started as a small group of 4 soon

moved to the whole group wanting to take part meaning some sessions involved a large group of 12

students.

Here is a short report from the man himself, Dani:

“I’ve enjoyed every minute of it, all the students have done really well and I would like to keep doing

it every week. I like to help people and encourage them.”

Here’s a report from Mrs Robinson:

Miss Bradley & Mirs Keane’s class have REALLY enjoyed their PE lessons delivered by Nurture Group

member Daniaal. Over the course of the week, Daniaal organised the class into teams and gave them

tasks to improve their ball skills and promote

teamwork. He also delivered seated Zumba classes

in the hall and made sure that all the students

were partaking and enjoying being taught by one

of their peers.

Daniaal was at all times, clear in his instructions

and extremely professional!

Haider said the outside sessions were “really

good” and Kaneez said the Zumba one of was her

favourites. Chelsea and Shahmuneer liked the ball

throwing games and Sean loved being outside in

the fresh air playing our own bespoke version of

netball!

The students all agreed that they would love it if

Dani could continue to do sports with them on a

weekly basis.

Dani’s Sport Sessions



One of our nurture group students

has been supporting within other

Classes this term. Maddie has been

working with the interactive base

students for a couple of weeks and

has been doing amazing, as Mrs

Taylor said, “She gets it!” 

Maddie supported the class with

some artwork and Mrs Taylor reports

“Maddie has been brilliant supporting

IB with their textured cards. She

supported Hajra who enjoyed feeling

the feathers and the shiny sequins!

Maddie has also prepared some art

resources which were much needed. 

Thanks, Maddie!”

Thanks, 
Maddie!



Mrs Keane’s Group...
“Mrs Keane’s group have had a great spring term. They have

worked really hard in English and Maths, and their behaviour has

been excellent.

But…

…working hard doesn’t just take place indoors and the group

love nothing more than Tuesday afternoons and Outdoor Ed

with Mr Taylor. They have been to lots of different places and

explored each area. They have visited Scout Green in Mossley,

Tandle Hills, Heaton Park and Chadderton Park.

Whilst out and about they have had to think about travelling

across different terrains and obstacles, what dangers they

might encounter and how they can keep safe.

Some Tuesdays, the group have stayed on site at the Learning Centre and learnt camping

skills, obviously the most important skill being making and enjoying a hot drink.”



Dr Who!
This term in Drama and Dance

at the learning centre, we have

been exploring the stories and

the world of Dr Who.

The students have been

moving through space,

learning how to move

robotically like Cyborgs, talk

like Daleks and create alien

creatures though body, face

and vocal expression.

Ben Cain, the Learning and

Engagement Officer, from

The Coliseum, came and

delivered a workshop about

Dr Who.

Through props, puppetry, sounds, music and role play the students

created and explored an imagined alien planet. They made

decisions about the name of the planet, what aliens lived there and

how they looked, moved and sounded. They met the Dr’s assistant

and space slugs on the planet and travelled in the Tardis. It was a

little scary but great fun. 



Kindness
Week
For kindness week the nurture group

created and coloured posters and each

wrote a kind message on the posters.

They then went and displayed them

around the Learning Centre.



Ebase 1, 2 & 3
Ebase 1

In Ebase 1 this term, they have enjoyed activities focusing on

mental health. 

Every afternoon they have been participating in yoga classes

where they have learnt new positions; afterwards they have

enjoyed lying on the yoga mats and listening to mindfulness

meditation where they have been focusing on their breathing

techniques and releasing tension in their bodies. 

A big well done to Ebase 1 for ‘growing together’ and

participating as a whole group.

Ebase 2

Ebase 2 have been using a pirate theme in some of their

activities. In English they are reading ‘The Treasure of Pirate

Frank’, complete with sensory elements for the students to

explore – including sensory bottles, a treasure map and a

treasure chest, all of which were made as a group in art. 



Ebase 3

Over the last term in Ebase 3, they have been working

hard on their Living Skills. They have been focusing on

sorting items of coloured clothing based on lights, darks

and colours, followed by some folding. They’ve also been

practising teeth brushing on a set of modelled teeth.

They have also focused on cleaning up the community

during D of E; where they have been out in the local area

with our litter pickers and worked together as a team to

pick up as much litter as possible – followed by a well–

being walk and time spent on the park as a reward.
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